Specifications

Music Styles


Virtual Orchestra

Auto Bass 1 & 2, Basic, Orchestral, Chord Memory, Drum Fill Only, Drum Volume, Fade In/Out. EASY: Basic, Count, MCS (Music Chord System), MCS Plus with Selectable Chord Types: Normal, 2 Hands, Jazz 2 Hands, Duet, Theatre, Live, Piano.

Style Control


Locks


Pedal Magic

Play the Bass Pedals with Ease and Accuracy. Two settings include Long & Short and Get Close.

Pre-Play

Fake It!, Auto Fake It!, Fake It! Play Along: Play a Fun and Exciting Solo or Riff with just one finger. Keyboard and Voiceover Fake It! modes available. Key Glove adds the glide effect with a bit more dynamic key pressure.

Touch Screen

Brilliant, Full Color Super Cinema Touch Sensitive Display: Manage, Select, and Control With Just a Touch.

My Settings

Create two custom internal style settings or use the default 'Sweet Lowrey,' Smooth Organ,' or 'Jazz Organ.'

Audio System


Virtual Speakers

Create an Enhanced Depth - Dimensional Sound: Assign sounds from the menus of 461 Sounds to Orchestral 1 and 2, Solo 1 and 2, Golden Harp, Grand Virtuoso, Tuba, Upper, Lower, Pedal.

Sounds Control


Orchestral

Keyboard Touch, Repeat, Effect, Slices, Transpose, Upper Octave, Lower Right Octave, Lower Left Octave, Lower Right Octave, Upper Right Octave, Lower Left Octave, Upper Left Octave.

Quick Picks

36 Quick Picks; choices on 2 Easy Access Touch Screens, Makes Assigning Popular Sounds Fast and Easy.

My Picks: More Quick Picks; choices that can be changed by the player, Easily search thousands of items by Alpha or Number, Music Styles, Song Setups, Sounds.

Bass Tubs


Upper Tubs

Lower Sounds, Flute 8, Flute 4, Flute 2 2/3, Flute 2, Flute 1, Lower Flute Sustain, Lower Ensemble, Sustain, Vocal 8, Strings 8, Strings 4, Lower Drawbars.

Upper Flutes


Upper Tubs, Lower Tubs: Upper Ensemble, Sustain Vocal 8, Strings 8, Strings 8, Strings 4, Lower Drawbars.

Theatre Tubs

Theatre Flute: Lower Sounds, Transpose, Horn 8, Horn 8 Man, Harmonica, Diapason.

Theatre Flute: Lower Theatre, Theatre Trom, Reed 16, Reed 9, Diapason 8, Theatre Sounds, Theatre Drums.

Assign sounds from the menu of 32 Theatre Sounds to the Lower & Upper Theatre Sounds Tubs.

Animators Flute

Flute Viva Tuba Upper & Lower (Slow-Fast), Flute Chorus, Chorus/Celeste, Theatre Drums.

Flute Type

Choose from Six Dynamic Organ Types: Tuba, Flute, Jazz, Smooth, Diapason, Strings.

Sound Effects

Sound Effects Sounds 1, 2, Favorites 1, 4 (Select/Save Your Favorites), Cymbal Roll, Slow Roll, Cymbal Crash, Audience Applause.

Assign sounds from the menu of 177 Sound Effects & Drum Sounds to certain lower keyboard keys and Selectors for the Theatre Drums.

Touch Bars

Left & Right Programmable Touch Bars (2 Selectable Functions).

Music Recorder

USB Memory Stick: Record/Playback Performance, Playback General MIDI, General MIDI w/Lyrics, Capture/Setup, Display Lyrics from Karaoke Media, Audio Mode Create MP3 Format for Export to Audio Players and Mobile Devices.

Graphic Mixer

Volume Controls: Master, Bass, Style, Lower, Reverb Amount.

Equalizer (EQ)

Dynamic EQ Setting: Bright, Brighter, Classic, Sportiva, Jazz Pop, Presence, Mellow.

Golden Harp

Eight Arpeggio Patterns, Variable Rate, Golden Harp Sounds.

Grand Virtuoso

Left & Right Touch Sensitive Arpeggio Keys, Sound Source and Pattern Selections, None Init. Enabled.

Harmony

15 Selections: ACC, Duet, Jovial, Deep ACC, Octave, Rock, Octave ACC, Duet ACC, Duet, Duet, Full ACC, Black, Hymn, Grouped ACC, Barnstormer, 5 Part Harmony Notes Added in Hearing a Descending One-By-One Pattern.

Cascader

Selects the Sounds You Want for Each Note of the Harmony.

Keyboards

Two 61-Note Upper and Lower Manuals: 30-Note Full Console Pedalboard, Bass Pedals.

Cabinet

Natural Cherry / Mahogany or Heartland Oak Finish with Wood Rollup.

抑え

Deeply Padded Rich Synthetic Leather, Abundant Song Book Storage.

Music Rack


Lowrey Songbook with 50 titles, Quick Start Guide, 2 USB Memory Sticks.

Bench Pack

USB Songs: 50 songs performed from the Lowrey Songbook.

USB Audio & Guide: 20 Ana Pro Feature Highlights, E-Owner's Guide.

Connections

Right End Block: Stereo Headphone, Microphone, Separate Volume Controls.

Stereo Input Mini Jack for playback of your mobile devices.

Real Panel: MIDI In-Out-Thru, Aux Out/In in Right/Left Mono, Video Out.

Dimensions

54.375” Wide x 29.5” Deep x 49” Height (56.8” x Top of Music Rack).

Weight